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the ablative plural case. My personal feeling 
is that such a name should either be rejected 
completely, or that the epithet should be cor- 
rected to the genitive quercus (or querci). 

PROPOSAL 98: The Editorial Committee 
should be asked to include in Art. 23 (perhaps 
as an extension of para. 5) a statement similar 
to that in the Note to Rule 6 of the International 
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Code of Nomenclature for Bacteria and Viruses, 
1958 (p. 33) which I have cited earlier, in 
order to ensure that the use of a substantive in 
the ablative as an epithet is not permissible, 
and that if such an epithet is published it 
should be regarded as an incorrect spelling 
which should be altered to an acceptable form 
as near as possible to the original spelling. 
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Abstract. It is proposed that the Code of 
Botanical Nomenclature should include a pro- 
vision that where a species of fossils is assigned 
to an extant genus, the diagnosis of that genus 
should be deliberately emended to include a 
time-range circumscription, adequately sub- 
stantiated. 

The inclusion of the "special provisions con- 
cerning fossil plants" into the body of the 
Montreal (1961) Code of Botanical Nomen- 
clature was an important advance. These pro- 
visions have as yet only been distributed by 
the editors, and have not really been digested, 
as is illustrated by the slightly imperfect word- 
ing of Art. 3, Note 1 on form-genera. The in- 
clusion of fossil plants has scarcely begun to 
have the effect it should and will have on the 
whole Code. 

The proposal made below is of course ad- 
vanced with a systematic and taxonomic 
purpose, but it appears that the most satisfact- 
ory way to achieve this purpose is to improve 
the Nomenclature Rules in the Code for the 
guidance of palaeobotanists; it is a "provision 
for the future" as suggested in the Preamble to 
the Code. 

The difficulty. It has been the practice of 
many palaeobotanists to assign fossil species, 
which are usually only represented by remains 
of single organs, to extant genera; and this is 
done apparently without further thought of the 
effect of doing so on the generic taxon concern- 
ed. The practice, which is both deliberate and 
incidental, has been widespread in Tertiary 
studies, and has frequently been applied in the 
Mesozoic. It has been particularly prevalent 
in the rapidly increasing volume of work on 
palynology. 

Behind this practice there has been the 
praiseworthy but now outmoded desire, to 
avoid at any cost deceiving the geologist over 
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any morphographic similarities and thus to give 
the maximum support to his efforts to de- 
termine a broad stratigraphic sequence for the 
last 500 million years by using "the organised 
fossil remains in the strata". Advances in strati- 
graphic palaeontology (of animals more than 
of plants) and in radiometric age determination, 
have now directed the geological emphasis very 
largely away from this basic sequence which is 
now accepted, to relatively fine stratigraphical 
detail of Stages and Zones; in such finer work it 
is necessary to attempt to trace evolutionary 
sequences in the considerable detail which the 
addition of palynology has nowmade approach- 
able for palaeobotanists. To do this without 
confusion it is important to avoid emphasis on 
the long existence of certain types of plant 
organ in the fossil record, which presumably 
indicates relative constancy of certain environ- 
mental circumstances, but does not prove either 
the prolonged existence of complete plants now 
living, or of plant associations now found. It 
is no longer of much value to know "that Nipa 
existed for 60 million years and thus has value 
as a stratigraphic indicator of that magnitude"; 
what is required is to know where the plant 
came from, how the known organs of Nipadites 
of the Eocene differed from those of the Recent 
plant, how its ecological associations and geo- 
graphical distribution have evolved throughout 
the period and where best to draw generic 
limits in time. The way is quite largely barred 
however by a mass of assumptions implicit in 
the backward-looking practice of assigning 
very incomplete fossils of single organs to well 
understood and studied Recent genera of com- 
plete plants. 

In addition the average taxonomist concern- 
ed with Recent plants, quite understandably 
pays no attention at all to the fossils dumped 
in his genus without any change of the dia- 
gnosis. The whole procedure is sterile. 
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Practical consideration. It is clear that the 
point I am attempting to make must apply with 
decreasing force in the Upper Tertiary and 
Pleistocene, and that any solution must be 
gradational in effect. 

Suggested solution. In some way it should 
become mandatory on all palaeobotanists to 
emend the diagnosis of any extant genus which 
is used for fossils by inserting a time-range 
circumscription with specified limits indicating 
which features of the diagnosis are known to 
have been constant for the period. This would 
have to be justified by qbotation of a continu- 
ous list of species at intervals of not less than 
a stratigraphical "Stage" or (say) 5 million 
years, back as far as the record proposed for 
inclusion. 

It would then be clear that unless more than 
one type of organ was involved such emend- 
ation of a genus would be a serious step. Such 
emendation would also mean that botanists 
working on Recent plants would be forced to 
consider the whole material including fossils 
when monographing a genus. 

The following changes in the Code would 
be necessary: 
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PROPOSAL 99. Article 41. - From 1 Jan 65, to 
be considered validly published for the recept- 
ion of fossil species, a fossil or Recent genus 
must include in its diagnosis a time-range 
circumscription of those features definitely 
observed which must be substantiated by 
evidence from species adequately covering that 
period of time. 

PROPOSAL 100. Article 43. - From 1 Jan 65, 
A taxon of fossils below the rank of genus is 
not validly published unless the name of the 
genus to which it is assigned is validly publish- 
ed in the sense of having a time-range circum- 
scription explicitly stated (see 41). 

Article 58. - No change at present. 

Some justification 

1. The present procedure which has persisted 
unplanned is pre-Evolutionary in concept. 

2. The genus as a convenience should be a 
useful vehicle. 

3. Palaeozoologists are beyond this difficulty, 
in that they now use extant taxa for fossils 
with proper caution. 
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The international Code of Botanical Nomen- 
clature (1961 edition) as it applies to hybrids is 
very unsatisfactory in many ways as shown 
in this report. The present rules regulating the 
naming of interspecific hybrids, for example, 
go back to the Vienna Code, at the beginning 
of this century, with the result that the forward 
thrust of plant breeding in recent decades has 
largely bypassed the old concepts and practices 
of taxonomists as related to hybrids. The cle- 
avage between plant scientists in general and 
taxonomists is increasing rapidly, and although 
the schism is partly the result of misinter- 
pretations of the rules by non-taxonomists, 
much of the misunderstanding has resulted 
from taxonomists' lack of interest in hybrids. 

The most important rule that has been mis- 
interpreted by plant scientists is Art. H. 1 

*) Crops Research Division, Agricultural Re- 
search Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture. 
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Appendix I. Art. H. 1 indicates that the botan- 
ical Code sanctions two different ways of de- 
signating hybrids and consequently has been 
misinterpreted as meaning that hybrid taxa 
may be named in two different ways. The two 
different ways of designating hybrids were 
carefully compared by Elbert L. Little, Jr. 
(Taxon IX (8): 225-231, Oct.-Nov., 1960). His 
comparison stresses the fact that the formula 
way, as contrasted with the "specific" epithet 
way, of designating hybrids is authorized but is 
not a name or subject to the rules. 

Nevertheless, formulas can be used as names 
and many are being used as such in preference 
to "specific" epithet names. Such use has been 
sanctioned by Art. 38 of the International Code 
of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants (1961 
edition). Although very many cases could be 
listed for an example of the use of formulas as 
names in preference to Latin binomials sec 
Taxon IX (8). On page 225, Elbert L. Little, Jr. 
indicates that "The Committee on Forest Tree 
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